The importance of intelligence test nowadays is felt everywhere. Selection of personnel in Banks and in various professions, the test on intelligence plays a vital role, even in some of the top level courses like I.A.S, the general intelligence tests are in wide use. The general intelligence 'g' is highly potent factor in the process of learning the streamline curriculum. Recognition and development of 'g' decides the direction of an individual's life. Appraisal of various aspects of life like knowledge, ability skill and personality of a child is the process of intelligence in education.

Primary education being the foundation for super structure of general, technical and professional education. It has yet to incorporate the items of intelligence tests; and this needs coincidence with the academic achievement of pupils. The teachers at the elementary schools are to be confronted with the problem of providing for the wide range of individual differences among the children they teach by the introduction of different approved tools of testing.

Such standardised tools are very rare in our Karnataka State ready for use. One such tool Viz., non-Verbal group test of intelligence standardised in 1961 based on cultural